
From more relevant and targeted outreach to reduced customer effort, digital engagement 
is worthy of investment. In fact, according to recent Harvard Business Review research, low 
customer effort scores lead to a 94% likelihood to repurchase and 88% higher spend.

Does your Digital CX need a reboot?
Ask yourself these four key questions to ensure your Digital CX is on track to deliver results:

1. Are you meeting your customers where they are? It is imperative to know 
where your audience is in the online world. 
Analytics is crucial to build your customer profiles, and it spans web, mobile, and social 
channels. Yet according to IBM/MIT research, 38% of businesses lack the understanding of 
how to effectively use analytics . While there are many methodologies and tools that allow 
attribution of digital channels to consumers; we like to keep it simple. Start with tools like 
Google Analytics to understand consumer demographics and use social listening tools to 
profile customers based on experience, attributes, and sentiments. This level of profiling 
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drives growth. For example, for a yoga clothing company, we drove a 148% increase in 
website visits by building a search engine optimized and chat-enabled website.

2. Are you providing all the channels required to meet preference needs? 
Once you have identified your online customers and their respective 
channels, you need to build a reach and engagement plan. 
This could vary from content marketing, search engine optimization, or influencer 
marketing on social media. The end goal should be to provide a unified experience with 
strong brand recall across all channels. For example, for a leading paint manufacturer, 
we outlined a 360-degree transformation plan, comprising content, social media, 
e-commerce, mobile, and search marketing that drove a website traffic improvement of 
500%. From the very start, information is key to acquiring and retaining your customer 
base. In fact, often the customers who land on your website, mobile site, or social pages 
will be the ones looking for anything from FAQs to how-to videos. Digital strategy focus in 
this area can bring significant ROI. For a leading consumer electronics manufacturer, HGS 
built a consumer-centric self-service portal. Today, this portal achieves  a 97% resolution 
rate. Reduced customer effort goes a long way to building and retaining this client’s 
customer base.

3. Is your branding contemporary but also reflective of your customers? 
Stay fresh, current, and ready to align your online presence to consumer 
experience; however, be true to your brand. 
Web design should always keep your customer demographic top of mind. It is extremely 
important to respond to only the trends that suit the uniqueness of your brand. 
Ultimately, innovate to stay relevant, but be sure to maintain the experience best tailored 
to your brand and customers. This means reviewing and understanding how any digital 
trend works and whether it suits your business purpose.

4. Who is your digital marketing strategic partner, and how credible are they? 
Work with a customer experience solutions partner that also focuses on 
customer care. 
A unified experience means including the customer care piece. What are your customers 
saying about your brand? Does your partner understand social media listening and 
response management and can they convert negative input into positive sentiment? 
Today’s most effective CX strategy is best handled by a customer experience partner 
that has digital marketing knowledge and also customer sourcing, care, and engagement 
experience. 

One of the challenges in creating a Digital CX strategy is ensuring it is holistic. Consumers 
demand a consistent and seamless experience throughout the customer journey from the 
time they become aware of the brand, through the purchase cycle, and continuing to a quick 
and efficient service and support strategy. Because many organizations are hampered by 
siloed and disconnected customer service and marketing teams, the right partner can be the 
catalyst for internal integration resulting in consistently amazing customer experience. 
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About HGS
HGS is a leader in optimizing the customer experience and helping our clients to become more competitive. 
HGS provides a full suite of business process management (BPM) services from traditional voice contact center 
services and transformational DigiCX services that are unifying customer engagement to platform-based, back-
office services and digital marketing solutions. By applying analytics, automation, and interaction expertise to 
deliver innovation and thought leadership, HGS increases revenue, improves operating efficiency, and helps 
retain valuable customers. HGS expertise spans the telecommunications and media, healthcare, insurance, 
banking, consumer electronics and technology, retail, and consumer packaged goods industries, as well as the 
public sector. HGS operates on a global landscape with 40,000 employees in 66 worldwide locations delivering 
localized solutions. For the year ended 31st March 2016, HGS had revenues of US$ 507 million. HGS, part of 
the multi-billion dollar Hinduja Group, has more than four decades of experience working with some of the 
world’s most recognized brands.
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